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I

Read the passage and Choose the correct option:

21.
22.

23.

II

24.

25.

III.

iw.kk±d & 50
Each question carry
2.5 marks

Sakshi Malik is an Indian Freestyle Wrestler from Rohtak district, Haryana. Her father is
a bus conductor and mother a superior at a local anganwadi. She began training in
wrestling at the age of 12 under a coach, Ishwar Dahiya, at an akhara in chhotu Ram
Stadium, Rohtak.
Who is Sakshi Malik?
(1) Gynnest
(2) Boxer
(3) Wrestler
(4) Tennis Player
What was her father’s occupation?
(1) Snake catcher
(2) Teacher
(3) Bus Conductor
(4) Wrestler
Who was Sakshi’s Coach?
(1) Ishwar Dahiya
(2) M.S. Dhoni
(3) Mahqvir Singh
(4) Ruskin Bond
Read the passage and choose the correct option:
Coconut is the most important nut in the world. Not only it is one of the biggest of all
nuts but almost all parts of the tree are useful to the man. It is an elegant palm tree
growing up to a height of hundred feet. The flesh of the green Coconut is used as a
vegetable, the milk inside the young nut as a fresh drink.
Which is the most important nut in the world?
(1) Almonds
(2) Coconut
(3) Walnuts
(4) Hazelnuts
What is the height of an average Coconut tree.
(1) hundred feet
(2) two hundred feet
(3) One hundred and fifty feet
(4) fifty feet
Complete the Letter by choosing the correct option in question 26, 27 and 28.
House No- 1048
Birsa Vihar,
Ranchi
22nd December, 2019
-----(26) Siddharth,
How are you? I hope this letter finds you in good health. It has been almost a month
since I joined my new school. The classes are very spacious. There are well equipped
science---(27)---- with great collection of books. There is a big play ground too.
I am very happy in my new school. I believe my life here will be interesting and
enjoyable. Convey my regards to ----(28)---Yours loving,
Rahul

26.

(1) Respected

27.

(1) Laboratories and Library
(2) Specimens and Class
(3) equipments and Kitchen
(4) None of these
(1) his parents
(2) her parents
(3) your parents
(4) None of these
Answer the questions by choosing the correct option:

28.
IV.
29.

30.

31.

32.
33.
V.
34.

35.

36.

37.

(2) The Honorable

(3) Dear

(4) Sir

The simple past form of the verb in “ The dog ----- after the cat.”
(1) runs
(2) run
(3) ran
(4) was running
Choose the negative sentence.
(1) He did not complete his work.
(2) He was very happy.
(3) How are you?
(4) How brave you are!
The indirect speech of the sentence.
The teacher said, “ The sun rises in the east.”
(1) The teacher said that the sun rose in the east.
(2) The teacher said that the sun rises in the east.
(3) The teacher said that the sun is rising in the east
(4) None of these.
The correct modal verb in the sentence, “We -------- respect our elders .”
(1) must
(2) might
(3) can
(4) May
The correct adjective in the sentence. “The magician wore a black Coat.”
(1) magician
(2) Wore
(3) black
(4) Coat
Answer the question by choosing the correct option:
In the poem “ My Mother.” When does the child say that he will meet his mother again?
(1) On Christmas day
(2) On Judgment day
(3) On Mother/s day
(4) On Children’s day
Which titles do Tania Sachdev hold?
(1) International Master and Woman Grandmaster
(2) Woman FIDE Master
(3) Woman Candidate Master
(4) None of these
Why were the Children in the class shouting for help?
(1) because they saw fire
(2) because they saw a tiger
(3) because they saw a rat snake.
(4) None of these
What does the poet do when his parents sit and talk in the evening?
(1) He reads story books
(2) He plays Cricket.
(3) He goes out with his friends.
(4) He talks to his parents.

38.

39

40

Who belonged to Kanathoor Village?
(1) Keshav
(2) Shyama
(2) Kali
(4) None of these
What did the baby eat?
(1) Microchip
(2) Potato chip
(3) Banana chip
(4) None of these
What made Keshav pale and gloomy?
(1) Mother’s Scolding
(2) The Sight of the nest
(3) The Summer heat
(4) The Sight of the broken eggs.
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